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Top Web Design Companies in Minneapolis
Featured companies

Want to get
featured?
GET FEATURED

Sievers Creative
$5,000+

We’re your partners, not just your agency.

$100 - $149 / hr

We specialize in multi-channel marketing campaigns. Whether you are
looking for a strategy consultant, online marketing services like SEO or
social media, or simply need promotional materials, we can help your
business look amazing and be found.
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Speak!

VISIT WEBSITE

$10,000+

We help B2B brands speak human.

$150 - $199 / hr

Speak is a bulldog-sized band of rule breakers and orthodoxy smashers
devoted to solving wickedly complex brand challenges.
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MentorMate

VIEW VIDEO

$100,000+

Distinctly Designed. Brilliantly Built.

$50 - $99 / hr

Trusted guidance, global expertise, secure integration. We design and
develop custom software solutions that deliver digital transformation at
scale.
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Within 1 week

Cynoteck Technology Solutions
$5,000+
$20 - $29 / hr
50 - 99

Cynoteck is a Microsoft Gold Partner, Adobe Bronze Partner and Salesforce
Appexchange Partner Company.
A team of 80+ employees working from Minneapolis and India offices
providing CRM (MS Dynamics 365+ Salesforce CRM), MS Dynamics ERP
System Development, Web and Mobile application development services.
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Emergent Software
$25,000+

Your Full-Stack Technology Partner

$150 - $199 / hr

Based in Minneapolis, Emergent Software is a technology solutions
provider with a comprehensive set of Software Development services
spanning from technical consulting to full system builds. They are a
Certified Microsoft Development Partner with a talented team of full-stack
developers, SQL Server Database Administrators, Graphic & UI Designers,
and Project Managers. Their focus on building long-term partnerships with
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Oxsome Web Services
<$5,000

We build free websites!

$50 - $99 / hr

Oxsome is your partner in website development and management. We
make websites that CONVERT and grow your business. Stop relying on what
you like and let us put together a site that is proven with vigorous tests to
deliver maximum leads, sales, or calls.

<10
Startups

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

4.9

United States,
Plymouth
2016
Within 1 week

Service Line
10% Design

QSS Technosoft
$10,000+

Web & Mobile App Development Company

$20 - $29 / hr

QSS Technosoft (ISO 27001:2013 & CMMI Level 3 Certified) is an established
IT services company having 150+ expert engineers working on enterprise
level web and mobile app development.
We are providing end-to-end IT services - Application Development, UI/UX
services, QA/Testing, Devops Services, etc.
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My Social Drive
$10,000+

Digital Marketing & Website Design Services

$150 - $199 / hr

Driving Your Business to Engage Socially
Through Digital Marketing & Website Design Services.
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68% Design

Prior Lake

PROFILE

2017
Within 1 week

fjorge

VIEW VIDEO

$10,000+

Let's Build Something Great, Together.

$100 - $149 / hr

fjorge is a full-service custom software development firm, providing
technological expertise for your digital needs & dreams. We excel in web
development and web design for mobile applications and customized
websites, along with maintenance plans to fit any digital project.

50 - 99
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VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

United States,
Minneapolis
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Within 2-3 weeks

Service Line

VISIT WEBSITE

<$5,000

Web Design. Strategy. Digital Marketing.

$150 - $199 / hr

O8 is a different kind of digital agency, extending your marketing team with
additional expertise.
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Minneapolis
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Within 1 week

VIEW
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O8
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Web design Minneapolis is one of the fastest-growing technology hubs in the United States. Research has shown that it could be the new hub of
technological advancement in the US in the foreseeable future.
One of the rapidly improving Web design practice factors in Minneapolis is that the city is one of the most economical places for tech
professionals to live in the country. Between 2018 and 2019, Minneapolis's city experienced a tremendous increment in the number of tech jobs
available. Some slots available include:
Software and web developers
Systems and cybersecurity analysts
Network architects, admins. and support specialists
IT support specialists
According to Inc., the city was ranked one of the best places to start a business in 2021.
If you wonder why the number of web design agencies in Minneapolis has increased, those as mentioned above are just a few reasons to
explain why. This explains why the city is one of the best places to find an IT solution for your brand or organization.

What to Consider before selecting a web design company in Minneapolis
1. Your need: The first thing you must consider is the things you need to thrive. Once you make a list of the things you want for your
business, it will help you find out the type of website you need. After this, you can select from the list of Web design agencies in
Minneapolis. Ensure that the agency you choose has expertise on the need of your brand, product, or organization.
2. Your Budget: Before you contact any web design company in Minneapolis, ensure you deal with your budget first. Some can assist you in
defining a budget and also work in alignment with that budget. However, others will first want to know your budget before ascertaining
the type of service they can render to you. Once you identify your budget, you can select a company that can work with the budget you
have made.
3. Read the companies' reviews and case studies: Reviews are client feedback that will speak a lot about these agencies' credibility and
reliability. These will also help you envision the future partnership with these prospective partners and give you valuable info on their
company culture, processes, and project management.

Additional services that you can outsource to Minneapolis web design company.
Beyond designing a responsive website for brands and organizations, Minneapolis web design agencies can do other things. Minneapolis web
design companies fairly use sophisticated tools to identify their client's needs and use their technical skills to provide solutions to those needs.
Some services you can outsource to Minneapolis web design agencies include:
Market Research: As stated earlier, good web design agencies in Minneapolis don't just jump on building websites. They do market
research and target audience to analyze the strengths and weaknesses of existing market leaders.
Content development: Minneapolis web design agencies can have a team of prolific writers. They help in developing content for your
website.
Maintenance: The job of designers in Minneapolis doesn't just end after the creation of the website. They do maintenance services for
websites that have been created. They do updates, develop new content, and many more.
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